MESA BUTTE PROVINCIAL RECREATION AREA

All those parcels or tracts of land, situate, lying and being in the unsurveyed twenty-first (21) township, in the fifth (5) range, west of the fifth (5) meridian, in the Province of Alberta, Canada, and being composed of:
All those portions of the north west quarter of legal subdivision fifteen (15) of section one (1) and legal subdivision two (2) and the north half of legal subdivision three (3) of section twelve (12) which lie generally to the east of the left bank of Threepoint Creek and to the south and west of the southwesterly limit of an unsurveyed roadway, (formerly Forget-Me-Not Lookout Road), legal subdivision seven (7) of section twelve (12) which lies to the west of the westerly limit of the said unsurveyed roadway, and legal subdivision six (6) of section twelve (12) which lies generally to the east of the said left bank of Threepoint Creek to the south and west of the said unsurveyed roadway and to the south of the southerly limit of Licence of Occupation No. LOC002600.